In evolutionary algorithms, the fitness of a population increases with time by mutating and recombining individuals and by a biased selection of more fit individuals. The right selection pressure is critical in ensuring sufficient optimization progress on the one hand and in preserving genetic diversity to be able to escape from local optima on the other. We propose a new selection scheme, which is uniform in the fitness values. It generates selection pressure towards sparsely populated fitness regions, not necessarily towards higher fitness, as is the case for all other selection schemes. We show that the new selection scheme can be more effective than standard selection schemes.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms (EA): Evolutionary algorithms are capable of solving complicated optimization tasks in which an objective function f : I + IR shall be maximized. i E I is an individual from the set I of feasible solutions. Infeasible solutions due to constraints my also be considered by reducing f for each violated constraint. A population P g I of individuals is maintained and updated as follows: one or more individuals are selected according to some selection strategy. In generation based EAs, the selected individuals are recombined (e.g. crossover) and mutated, and constitute the new population. We prefer the more incremental, steadystate population update, which selects (and possibly deletes) only one or two individuals from the current population and adds the newly recombined and mutated individuals to it. We are interested in finding a single individual of maximal objective value f for difficult multimodal and deceptive problems.
Standard selection schemes (STD):
The standard selection schemes (abbreviated by STD in the following), proportionate, truncation, ranking and tournament selection all favor individuals of higher fitness [7, 8, 3, 41 . This is also true for less common schemes, like Boltzmann selection [ 131. The fitness function is identified with the objective function (possibly after a monotone transformation). In linear proportionate selection the probability of selecting an individual depends linearly on its fitness [ 113. In truncation selection the a% fittest individuals are selected, usually with multiplicity & in order to keep the population size fixed [ 141. (Linear) ranking selection orders the individuals according to their fitness. The selection probability is, then, a (linear) function of the rank [16] . Tournament selection [2] , which selects the best 1 out of k individuals has primarily developed for steady-state EAs, but can be adapted to generation based EAs. All these selection schemes have the property (and goal!) to increase the average fitness o f a population, i.e. to evolve the population towards higher fitness. For a population with a Gaussian fitness distribution, the probability of selecting an individual and the effect of selection is shown in Figure 1 . The problem of the right selection pressure: The standard selection schemes STD, together with mutation and recombination, evolve the population towards higher fitness. If the selection pressure is too high, the EA gets stuck in a local optimum, since the genetic diversity rapidly decreases. The suboptimal genetic material which might help in finding the global optimum is deleted too rapidly (premature convergence). On the other hand, the selection pressure cannot be chosen arbitrarily low if we want EA to be effective. In difficult optimization problems, suitable population sizes, mutation and recombination rates, and selection parameters, which influence the selection intensity, are usually not known beforehand. Often, constant values are not sufficient at all. There are various suggestions to dynamically determine and adapt the parameters [6, 1, 10, 151. Other approaches to preserve genetic diversity are fitness sharing [9], crowding [ 121 and local mating [5]. They depend on the proper design of a neighborhood function based on the specific problem structure andor coding. We are interested in a selection scheme superior to STD, but which does not need special problem insight (problem specific neighborhood function andor coding). The main idea: Here, we propose a new selection scheme, based on the insight that we are not primarily interested in a population converging to maximal fitness, but only in a single individual of maximal fitness. The scheme automatically creates a suitable selection pressure and preserves genetic diversity better than STD. The proposed fitness uniform selection scheme FUSS (see also Figure 1) is defined as follows: ifthe lowesthighest fitness values in the current population P are fminlmaz, we select afitness value f uniform& in the interval [fmin, f m a z ] . Then, the individual i E P withjtness nearest to f is selected and a copy is added to P, possibly after mutation and recombination. We will see that FUSS maintains genetic diversity better than STD, since a distribution over the fitness values is used, unlike STD, which all use a distribution over individuals. Premature convergence is avoided in FUSS by abandoning convergence at all. Nevertheless there is a selection pressure in FUSS towards higher fitness. The probability of selecting a specific individual is proportional to the distance to its nearest fitness neighbor. In a population with a high density of unfit and low density of fit individuals, the fitter ones are effectively favored. Contents: In Section 2 we discuss the problems of local optima and exponential takeover [8] in STD. Motivated by the need to preserve genetic diversity, we define the fitness uniform selection scheme FUSS. We discuss under which circumstances FUSS leads to an (approximate) fitness uniform population.
Further properties of FUSS are discussed in Section 3, especially, how FUSS creates selection pressure towards higher 0-7803-7282-4/02/$10.00 02002 IEEE fitness and how it preserves diversity better than STD. Further topics are the equilibrium distribution and the transformation properties of FUSS under linear and non-linear transformations.
In Section 4 we demonstrate by way of a simple optimization example that an EA with FUSS can optimize much faster than with STD. We show that crossover can be effective in FUSS, even when ineffective in STD. Furthermore, FUSS and STD are compared to random search with and without crossover.
The possible slowdown of FUSS as compared to STD, as discussed in Section 5 can be avoided by using a scale independent selection. It is a "best" compromise between greedy hill climbing and FUSS.
To simplifL the discussion we have concentrated on the case of discrete, equi-spaced fitness values. In many practical problems, the fitness h c t i o n is continuously valued. FUSS and some of the discussion ofthe previous sections is generalized to the continuous case in Section 6.
A summary, conclusions and further discussions can be found in Section 7.
The focus of this work is on a theoretical analysis of FUSS. Implementation details and numerical results for various test-functions and for real-world problems will be presented elsewhere.
Fitness Uniform Selection Strategy (FUSS)
The problem of local optima: Proportionate, truncation, ranking and tournament are the standard (STD) selection algorithms used in evolutionary optimization. They have the following property: if a local optimum ilopt has been found, the number of individuals with fitness f l o p t = f ( i L 0 p t ) increases exponentially. Assume a low mutation and recombination rate, or, for instance, truncation selection after mutation and recombination. Further, assume that it is very difficult to find an individual more fit than ilopt. The population will then degenerate and will consist mostly of ilopt after a few generations. This decreased diversity makes it even more unlikely that f l o p t gets improved. The suboptimal genetic material which might help in finding the global optimum has been deleted too rapidly. On the other hand, too high mutation and recombination rates convert the EA into an inefficient random search. In the following we suggest a new selection scheme, which automatically generates a suitably adapting selection pressure. is considered later. The fitness uniform selection scheme (FUSS) is defined as follows: randomly select a fitness value f uniformly from the fitness values F. Randomly (uniformly) select an individual i from population P with fitness f . Add another copy of i to P.
Note the two stage uniform selection process which is very different from a one step uniform selection of an individual p,,y * I_ truncation , jj 
tournament, uniform, and fitness uniform (FUSS) selection on the fitness distribution in a generation based EA. The left/right diagrams depict fitness distributions before/after applying the selection schemes depicted in the middle diagrams.
of P (see Figure 1 ). In STD, inertia increases with population size. A large mass of unfit individuals reduces the probability of selecting fit individuals. This is not the case for FUSS. Hence, without loss of performance, we can define a pure model, in which no individual is ever deleted; the population size increases with time. No genetic material is ever discarded and no fine-tuning in population size is necessary. What may prevent the pure model from being applied to practical problems are not computation time issues, but memory problems. If space gets a problem we delete individuals from the most occupied fitness levels. Most of the following statements remain valid with this modification. Asymptotically fitness uniform population: The expected number of individuals per fitness level f after t selections is 
Mutation and recombination:
The second assumption was that there is no mutation and recombination. In the presence of small mutation and/or recombination rates eventually each fitness level will become occupied and the occupation fraction is still asymptotically approximately uniform. For larger rates the distribution will be no longer uniform, but the important point is that the occupation fraction of no fitness level decreases to zero for t + 00, unlike for STD. Furthermore, FUSS selects by construction uniformly in the fitness levels, even if the levels are not uniformly occupied. We will see that this is the more important property.
Properties of FUSS
FUSS effectively favors fit individuals: FUSS preserves diversity better than STD, but the latter have a (higher) selection pressure towards higher fitness, which is necessary for optimization. At first glance it seems that there is no such pressure at all in FUSS, but this is deceiving. As FUSS selects uniformly in the fitness levels, individuals of low populated fitness levels are effectively favored. The probability of selecting a specific individual with fitness f is inverse proportional to nt(f) (see Figure 1 ). In a typical (FUSS) population there are many unfit and only a few fit individuals. Hence, fit individuals are effectively favored until the population becomes fitness uniform. Occasionally, a new higher fitness level is discovered and occupied by a single new individual, which then, again, is favored. No takeover in FUSS: With FUSS, takeover of the highest fitness level never happens. The concept of takeover time [8] is meaningless for FUSS. The fraction of fittest individuals in a population is always small. This implies that the average population fitness is always much lower than the best fitness. Actually, a large number of fit individuals is usually not the true optimization goal. A single fittest individual usually suffices to having solved the optimization task. FUSS may also favor unfit individuals: Note, if it is also difficult to find individuals of low fitness, i.e. if there are only few individuals of low fitness, FUSS will also favor these individuals. Half of the time is "wasted" in searching on the wrong end of the fitness scale. This possible slowdown by a factor of 2 is usually acceptable. In Section 4 we will see that in certain circumstances this behaviour can actually speedup the search. In general, fitness levels which are difficult to reach, are favored. Distribution within a fitness level: Within a fitness level there is no selection pressure which could further exponentially decrease the population in certain regions of the individual space. This (exponential) reduction is the major enemy of diversity, which is suppressed by FUSS. Within a fitness level, the individuals freely drift around (by mutation).
Furthermore, there is a steady stream of individuals into and out of a level by (d)evolution from (higher)lower levels. Consequently, FUSS develops an equilibrium distribution which is nowhere zero. We expect FUSS to somewhat lower (but not to solve) the problems associated with genetic drift. The above does also not mean that the distribution within a level is uniform. For instance, if there are two (local) maxima of same height, a very broad one and a very narrow one, the broad one may be populated much more than the narrow one, since it is much easier to "find". Steady creation of individuals from every fitness level: In STD, a wrong step (mutation) at some point in evolution might cause further evolution in the wrong direction. Once a local optimum has been found and all unfit individuals were eliminated it is very difficult to undo the wrong step. In FUSS, all fitness levels remain occupied from which new mutants are steadily created, occasionally one leading to fiuther evolution in a more promising direction. to FUSS(f). This is true even for a < 0, since FUSS searches for maxima and minima, as we have seen. It is not independent of a non-linear (monotone) transformation unlike tournament, ranking and truncation selection. The non-linear transformation properties are more like the ones of proportionate se 1 e c t i o n .
A Simple Example
In the following we compare the performance of fitness uniform selection (FUSS), random search (RAND) and standard selection (STD) with and without recombination on a simple test example. We regard it as a prototype for deceptive multimodal functions. The example should demonstrate why FUSS can be superior to RAND and STD. Numerical results are briefly discussed at the end of the section. Simple faster by exploiting unlit f = l/f = 2 individuals. This is an example where (local) minima can help the search. Examples where a low local maxima can help in finding the global maximum, but where standard selection sweeps over too quickly to higher but useless local maxima, can also be constructed.
FUSS with crossover:
The expected time till an f = 1 individual in 11 and an f = 2 individual in 12 is found is Tl M h, even with crossover. The probability of selecting an f = l/f = 2 individual is $/$. Thus, the probability that a crossing operation crosses 11 with I2 is (i)'. The expected time to find the global optimum from the f = l/f = 2 individuals, hence, is T2 = 9 . O( I), where the O( 1) factor depends on the frequency of crossover operations. This is far faster than by STD, even if the f = l/f = 2 levels were local maxima, since to get a high standard selection probability, the level has first to be taken over, which itself needs some time depending on the population size. In FUSS a single f = 1 and a single f = 2 individual suffice to guarantee a high selection probability and an effective crossover. Crossover does not significantly decrease the total time TFUSSX M TI +T2 = + 0(9), but for a suitable 3D generalization we get a large speedup by a factor of &. 
This demonstrates the existence of problems, where FUSS is much faster than RAND and STD, and that crossover can give a further boost in FUSS, even when ineffective in combination with STD. Numerical results: An EA with FUSS and STD has been implemented. First experiments confirm the superiority of FUSS also for other complicated multimodal and deceptive fitness functions. The asymptotic behavior of the convergence times T for A + 0 for the previous example has been verified. We got similar results for the function f ( z + a , y+ b) = 2 z Z f A 2 z 2 + .y", y +A + 4e-(22+y2)/A2, which is a continuous version of the 2D example. We further applied FUSS to the Traveling Salesman Problem. We considered cities with random matrix distances, random initial paths, random 1-Opt and 2.5-Opt mutation operators, inverse length as fitness, but no crossover yet. The solutions found by FUSS are consistently and significantly better than those found by STD (in the range of 20-50% given same number of selections and comparable parameter settings). Implementation details and simulation results will be given elsewhere. no crossover). Gradient ascent would be the algorithm of choice in this case. On the other hand, we have not observed this slowdown in our simple 2D example and the TSP experiments, where FUSS outperformed STD in solution qualityltime. Since real world problems often lie in between these extreme cases it is desirable to modify FUSS to cope with simple problems as well, without destroying its advantages for complex objective functions. The only difference now is that the population will no longer converge to a fitness uniform one but to one with distribution p ( f ) which is biased towards higher fitness but still never converges to a fittest individual. In the worst case, we expect a small slowdown of the order of In IF1 as compared to FUSS, as well as compared to STD.
Improvements

Scale independent selection:
F , i.e. IF1
IFtl = T(fmaz-fLin) 1 ""t"'
Continuous Fitness Functions
Effective discretization scale: Up to now we have considered a discrete valued fitness function with values in F = {fmin, f m i n +~, ..., fmaz}. In many practical problems, the fitness function is continuous valued with F = [fmin, fmaz].
We generalize FUSS, and some of the discussion of the previous sections to the continuous case by replacing the discretization scale E by an effective (time-dependent) discretization scale 2. By construction, FUSS shifts the population towards a more uniform one. Although the fitness values are no longer equi-spaced, they still form a discrete set for finite population P. For a fitness uniform distribution, the average distance between (fitness) neighborinlg individuals is &(fLaz -fLin) =: i. We define Ft := FUSS: Fitness uniform selection for a continuous valued function has already been mentioned in Section 2. We just take a uniform random fitness f in the interval [fkin -$e, f;,, + $1. So one may take the limit i + 0 probably without harming FUSS. An individual with fitness nearest to f is selected from the population P (randomly if there is more {fLin, fLin+E, '"7 f k a z } . IP~I = $ ( f A a z -f L i n ) + l = IptI.
0-7803-7282-4/02/$10.00 02002 IEEE than one nearest individual). On the other hand, a non-zero 2 is necessary for the scale independent selection scheme described in Section 5.
Summary & Conclusions
We have addressed the problem of balancing the selection intensity in EAs, which determines speed versus quality of a solution. We invented a new fitness uniform selection scheme FUSS. It generates a selection pressure towards sparsely populated fitness levels. This property is unique to FUSS as compared to other selection schemes (STD). It results in the desired high selection pressure towards higher fitness if there are only a few fit individuals. The selection pressure is automatically reduced when the number of fit individuals increases. A heuristic worst case analysis of FUSS compared to STD has been given. FUSS solves the problem of exponential takeover and the resulting loss of genetic diversity of STD, while still generating enough selection pressure. It does not help in getting a more uniform distribution within a fitness level. We showed analytically by way of a simple example that FUSS can be much more effective than STD.
